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together and integrated in such
stimulating manner.

a

some prehistorians of a theor
etical persuasion tend to gloss
over the full complexity of their
material in order to press it into
a predefined theoretical framework.
Bradley's approach to interpret� ng
British prehistory is refreshing
because he recognises the enormous
variability an d complexity of �is
material as a valuable clue to its
meaning, rather than as an incon
venience to be argued away. Thus,
he attempts to see both the wood
and the trees at the same time: �e
may not always succeed! but this 1s
less important than his demonstra
tion of the possibility. To take
one example, Bradley is amongst the
first writers to have begun to make
sense of the bewildering patterns
of regional diverg� nce and con
vergence in the Br1t1sh later Neo1 ithic.
In his choice of interpretive
models, Bradley is avowedly eclec
tic and readers may well feel that
he is rather too uncritical of 7 ome
of the these models. He sometimes
appears unwilling to reject any
thing
if he thinks it might pos
sibly' help. It may also_ be felt
that far reaching conclusions are
often drawn from rather slender
evidence, but this is the nature of
any enterprise where much
new
ground is being broken. The book
� opens up avenues of researc� which
wi 11 have to be pursued I n much
more depth in the years to come.
Qne final criticism: it is slightly
disappointing to find (once _aga1�)
a book concerned with preh1stor1c
Britain which has such a strong
e emphasis on southern England
especially in the later chapters.
n This is, to a considerable ext� nt,
but perhaps more JUS
e unavoidable,
n tice could have been done to the
advances in fieldwork and research
which have taken place in the north
and west of Britain.

l

A feature of the book which it Method, whether originally archaeo
is very pleasing to see carried logical or foraged from a host of
over from The Prehistoric Settle other disciplines, is seen to be
ment of BrTfai n 1s the use orap useful only within the context of
posite and [requently witty epi relevant and carefully con sidered
graphs at the head of each chapter. questions and theoretical premises.
These add a literary flavour to an The "Law of the Hammer" (pp. 4-5)
already stimulating book, which no is in this conn ection invoked to
serious student of British prehis warn that the ran dom application of
tory can afford to ig nore.
methods to any and all questions
will surely be inappropriate, and
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two major sections which examine
the products an d the precedents of
Reviewed by Valerie Pinsky
the archaeological record, respec
tively. The four contributions to
At a time when extensive discus Part 2 (the products) by OeBoer,
sion of the 'Big Questions' in Wobst, Cross and Braun examine the
archaeology has been neglected in progress, assumptions and limita
favour of increasingly more de tions of various bodies of method
tailed studies of site formation in studies of site formation pro
mechanics (or, as the editors of cess and behavioural archaeology,
this volume put it, "stone and bone sampling, lithic analysis and cera
physics" (p.7)), it is extremely mic analysis, respectively. Each
refreshing to encounter a renewed develops an alternative approach to
consideration of the broader issues the received views in these areas
and in voking specific data to provide
sociocultural
of
process
change. Starting from the critical examples.
The primary value of
position that contemporary archaeo each has been precisely to lay bare
logy has been overwhelmingly do their assumptions, limitation s and
minated by methodological concerns potential with respect to specific
( the
"tyranny
of
methodology" questions and bodies of data. These
(p.5)) to the exclusion of concep contribution s converge in providing
tual issues,
this volwne seeks to additional, general 'state-of-the
redress the balance between theory art' overviews of particular areas
as
questions and
problems of methodological concern. They do
relevant to particular social and n ot at tempt, however, to 'hammer'
historical
contexts -- and
the any particular methods home.
operational
procedures by which
fairly
established
empirical links are
the
In
contrast to
past. 1 imited set of issues raised in
the
with
archaeological
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Part 2, the eight contributions to
Part 3 (the precedents) tackle the
conceptual basis of archaeological
interpretation. There is consider
able overlap in the problems raised
and in the choice of alternative
perspectives, and al 1 are highly
critical of the undirected importa
tion of concepts and models from
by
other
Papers
disciplines.
Keene, Jochim and Blanton review
ecological
and evaluate various
models and the relevance of their
assumptions
of optimisation and
maximisation for human actors and
social systems. Particular atten
tion is drawn to problems such as
the choice of appropriate units of
analys;s, scale, and the formula
tion of alternative models
and
working hypotheses. Similarly, a
focus on society as an information
processing and exchanging mechanism
unites the contributions by Moore
and Root, while focus on improving
the range and character of settle
ment studies is also common to
those by Root and Paynter.
The
last two
chapters by Kus
and
Saitta are more philosophical in
their outlook. Kus examines the
sociocultural and symbolic meaning
of space, particularly in urban
centres where such space is con
structed on higly complex organisational
levels.
Much of
the
discussion
draws on bodies
of
Marxist social theory and semio
tics, and this discussion is an
chored to her own research on the
:vierina Kingdom of �dagascar in the
18th century. Saitta 's paper is
higly critical of the empiricism of
contemporary archaeology because of
its preoccupation with methodologi
cal
issues,
and its
parallel
failure to accommodate values in
both archaeology and society.

lions of theory. Fortunately this
does not radically undermine the
central message of the book, how
ever it does prove to be an annoy
ance worth mentioning. Perhaps the
main objection to be made is that,
in the process of 'hammering out'
the implications and assumptions of
various theories and models, the
reader is left, yet again, with a
seemingly
open-ended choice
of
alternatives which require the same
critical scrutiny as the original
source models and concepts, and
ultimately
with another set of
cautionary tales. Since conceptual
and methodological criticism are
held to be more than ends in them
selves, it is hard to see precisely
how method and theory are synthe
sised.
The primary focus on theories of
social reproduction and change does
stand out as the major asset of
this
volume.
Coupled with the
effort to tease out the imp! ica
tions
of existing concepts and
their methodological counterparts,
it goes a long way towards rein
stating one of archaeology's cen
tral, though recently neglected,
objectives. The book wi 11 certainly
stimulate discussion and foster an
internal
for
archaeo
search
logically and socially meaningful
a�proaches to the past, and in this
wiLL go a long way towards combat
ting the tyranny of method in con
temporary archaeology.
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Reviewed by Polly J. Fahnestock.
The book's separation of the
Merilee Salmon's Philosophy and
products and precedents of
the
record
somewhat Archaeology has proved to be an
archaeological
dreaded unexpectedly difficult book to re
fosters the
indirectly
separation of method and theory, view, partly because the project it
despite critical discussions of the embodies is itself difficult and
limitations of method, and consid ambitious, and partly because dif
eration of methodological imp! ica- ferent aspects and different por-

tions of the text h
conflicting reactions
point poses a threat t
the interests of fair
the author (who shoul
represented) and the
should not be misled)
suggests that judgeme
been shaped more by t
ical interests of t
than by balanced crit
that the basic conflic
sense of disappointme
tion and even boredom
of the first five cha1
book, followed by gre1
and involvement in it
tions. Keeping both po
it seems best to make
general remarks, rat
enga�e in more spec
soph1cal
or archaeo
ticism. Generally spe1
the book appears to�
attempt to deal with 1
complicated and Case
ject. Although it u1
falls short of its
fai 1 ings may prove ins
those
who hopefully
after.
Salmon opens her
with a preface which ,
out the original impetl
work -- the philosophi1
and attendant debates
Archaeology" of the
well as her goals in
it.
On the premise
the important issues
remain unresolved, ru
inadequacies of the a1
Iiterature
(tactfullJ
providing archaeologi1
acquair
constructive
these issues, she prop<
extended discussion of
topics with special
as an
archaeology,
confusion and misunder1
addition, she hopes 1
a deeper
to
under!
archaeology in relati
other disciplines an<
philosophical concern!
the process of trying 1

